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1.  Why is Sadie so drawn to the lake? What void does it 
fi ll within her?

2.   “But I hadn’t been destined for greatness. I was just 
Sadie Way Scott, and I still didn’t know why I’d been 
saved.” Does the pressure of being saved prevent Sadie 
from following her dreams? Does not living up to 
the expectations of those around her keep her from 
understanding her true potential? Why or why not?

3.   When Sadie went to the Lockheart pharmacy, she 
expected to feel relief that Will wasn’t there, but she 
instead felt disappointment. Why?

4.   Leala seems to have an incredibly diffi  cult time being 
away from her son, Tucker. Do you think she should be 
more trusting of her husband to look after their son, or 
do you think her level of worry is justifi ed? Would you 
be the same way or diff erent if you were in her position?

5.   � e loon is a recurring image in the book. What does 
this bird symbolize for the characters? Is there a sad 
kind of freedom that the loon possesses that both Sadie 
and Leala long for?

6.  Sadie is set on spending her life running from her past 
and her problems. Why is she so against processing her 
feelings? Do you think it’s better for her to leave her 
hometown or should she stay? What would you do if 
you were in her shoes?

7.  “Sadie had been right. I’d all but abandoned her to 
chase after love, to chase after the dreams I harbored of 
a perfect family, and in doing so I managed to damage 
the most loving relationship I already had.” Why did 
Leala let her love for Connor consume her life? Do you 
think, in her own way, that Leala ran away like Sadie 
did?

8.  It seems that Susannah is especially hard on Leala and 
she tends to pick apart everything Leala does. Why 
do you think this is the case? Is there any jealousy or 
resentment involved?

9.  If you were to attend a lantern festival and make a wish, 
what would you wish for?
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